The Takata-Saketani wave equation for mesons is developed to allow the solution of a variety of problems concerning the behaviour of charged vector mesons in an electrostatic field. In particular the form of the radial wave equations is discussed. The general elastic scattering problem is also formulated, and the Born approximation for the phases is dis cussed for the Coulomb field, for which, as is known, no exact solution is possible. The exact treatment of scattering by a spherical well is considered. This is the only case for which exact treatment in terms of known functions seems practicable, and might be of service in in dicating the limits of the validity of approximate processes in other cases.
Introduction
A variety of formalisms are in current use for the treatm ent of the electromagnetic interaction of mesons. The original wave equation of Proca (1936) as developed by various authors, with its emphasis on the field aspect, is perhaps not the most suitable for the single particle problems, which are the subject of this paper. The first matrix treatm ent, due to Kemmer (1939) is more suitable in this respect, and leads to a general formalism quite analogous to the Dirac electron theory. For particular problems it suffers from the defect th a t of the ten wave function com ponents four are redundant (cf. Booth & Wilson (1940) ). The most suitable formalism for problems in which the specific meson interaction is not concerned appears to be th at developed almost simultaneously by Sakata & Taketani (1940 a, b) and Tamm (1940) , which shows that, with the elimination of the redundant components from the Kemmer theory, the wave equation can still be expressed in Hamiltonian form. A clear exposition of the general theory has been given by Heitler (1943) .
The plan of this paper is, then, the systematic development of the Sakata-Taketani theory, as applied to the various basic one particle meson problems, and in particular to the quest for bound states in a given potential field, and to the formula tion of the scattering problems. Throughout the development will be very analogous to th at for the Dirac electron.
Fundamental equations
We start from the Sakata-Taketani Hamiltonian form, of which a full discussion is given by Heitler (1943) H = erf> + mc2f i +fi( 1 + ?/)p2/2ra -/??/(a.p)2/ra. (1) Here the <r's are the spin matrices for particles of spin 1, connected by the relations (Ti< Tj -(Tj <Ji = ieijk<rk = io-^ and cr? = cr.,
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where we use the usual double suffix summation convention and e-symbol. /?, 1} and a third matrix e (Heitler's notation) are related like the usual Pauli 2 x 2 spin matrices, and are connected with the meson charge, e and m are the meson charge and rest mass and (f) is the field potential. The generalization to a general electro-magnetic where A, H represent the field vector potential, and magnetic intensity respectively. The wave equation is of the usual form where ^ is a vector in the 6-( = 2 x 3)dimensional space of the (3, a representations. An essential difference from the Dirac theory is now th at H is not Hermitian. This is linked with the fact th at the charge density is given by so th at the average value of an observable Q is given by dr. The condition for an operator Q to represent an observable is in fact th at f$Q be Hermitian, and this condition is satisfied by H.
We begin directly with the case of motion in a central field. This can as in the Dirac particle case be developed in two ways. We may either, as with Darwin (1928) , use the explicit spherical harmonic forms for the angular wave functions, and hence derive the radial wave equations, or we may work entirely algebraically with the appropriate operators as in Dirac's original treatment. We shall in fact compromise to some extent between the two methods.
In the first instance it may easily be verified th at for a spherically symmetric field, (j> = M = m + s =.h(k. + a) is in fact a constant of the motion. Here we denote m = r x p = ^k for the orbital angular momentum, and s = ha for the spin angular momentum of the particle. The stationary states, if any, can thus be par tially classified by the values of the energy E, total angular momentum M, and angular momentum component in a given direction, Mz. For the last two we intro duce the quantum numbers j and m. From general principles we then know th at a state of given and m may be found by superposing states with orbital quantum number = (j -1), j, ( -I-1), i.e. states which are separately eigenstates of both m 2 and M 2, though the complete wave function is not in general an eigenstate of m 2, which is not a constant of the motion. For the algebraic treatm ent it is convenient to consider the operator (k . a). I t may easily be verified using the relation (3)
Motion in a central field
or if we introduce K = ((a.k) + 1) then K3 = 1(1+ th a t the eigenvalues of (o . m ) are lh, -h and -(Z + j = 1+1, l, and ( l-1) respectively. We shall denote the angular wave func spin space by the symbol u with appropriate suffices, so th a t for given and m we have the three independent wave functions .
Uj-i, j,m>
Uj+l,j,tn and which are such th a t
If we take an explicit representation for the <r in which, say, cr2 is diagonal with matrix fl 0 0 0 -1 0 ^0 0 0, and the phase factors are chosen so th a t /0 0 1\ /0 (7x = l/V 2 lo 0 l ) , = l/-y/2| 0 then the expressions for the normalized angular eigenfunctions are easily deduced:
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Here Yl m is used to denote the normalized spherical harmonic, defined by 1 where
is the normalized associated Legendre function (m positive or negative).
4. Operators (a.p)2, (cr.x)2, etc.
In the wave equation (3) the operator (a. p)2 occurs, and is indeed the chief novelty of the meson theory. I t is the term called by Heitler (1943) the gyroscopic term, describing the motion of a gyroscope with inertia tensor tik = < ricrk + <rk(Ti. The direct evaluation of this operator applied to the angular wave-functions is a m atter of some elaboration, and an algebraic approach is preferable. The operators (0.x)2 and (a.x) (a.p), which also occur in the theory may be considered a t the same time.
Corresponding to the eigenvalue 1 of the spin, there are no simple properties associated with the squares of the spin operators-it is always necessary to go to the third order to obtain useful commutation properties. In particular the relation (4) is often helpful. The details of the derivation of the results below will not be given as this is quite straightforward. 
From the first it follows that (a.x)2 = x 2uj:j = r2ujfj. For the other two states C has exchanging properties. The values of A, will of course depend on the phase constants of the representation. They are determined by
and from the properties of C ,A = -p *.The C2 --r4{(a. m -I-f^)2 -\h 2}, so th at for operation on j or
We choose the values, corresponding with the explicit form for the s already given, so th a t 
An exchanging operator D similar to C above can be formed. I t is
For the state j = l, D = 0, and from (6) we immediately conclude
For the states j = l ± 1, since (o.x) (o.p) commutes with M the form
must hold (the property of D excludes a term in % j). The coefficients a, y, 8 can be determined using (12), and (13), when the result of multiplying both sides of (16) by (o . x)2 is used. Here it must be noted th at (o. x)3 = r2(o . x). I t is finally found th a t 
or alternatively
The differential operators 0^+1 are defined by
If,we also define
DJ., = and G?+,i>5+, = B J-jO f+t J These results will be found useful later in deriving the radial equations.
R adial wave equations
We have now carried out all the formal work necessary to reduce the wave equation to radial form, and shall proceed to find the radial equations directly, rather than by trying to cast the Hamiltonian into radial form. The wave function may be regarded as made up of two components in the charge-space \]rwhere ijr2 are both still vectors in the three-dimensional spin space, assuming we are dealing with a vector meson field. The particular (ijrv i/r2) for a given r/r will, of course, depend on the representation chosen for the charge operators. Generally we take / I ll\ /II I \ (27)
Mi-3--G 3
As contribution to x]f for a given j and m we shall have Y lfj-l,j,m(r) fj+l j, m (2 and a similar expression for \Jr2 with, say, gr'in place o f/. As we have already seen in the investigation of the operators, these components subdivide into two non combining sets-th a t for ujtj and th a t from and The suffix dropped as it does not enter the equations. The equation fo r/y p ro v id es no difficulty being simply the Klein-Gordon equation. For the other states it might be thought that, apart from the higher order, the position was no worse than for the Dirac electron. In this latter case, with the present notation, a solution is found in which
thus involving two simultaneous first order equations in No su°h separa tion is possible in the meson case. The basic reason for this is the difference in parity in the electron case between and no such difference exists between Uj_x j and Lacking such a separation we must then expect four simultaneous second-order equations for the combining functions f f_ The total eighth order is only apparent, and as remarked by Tamm (1940) , using different representations, two simultaneous equations of the second order can be found to describe these radial functions.
The radial equations for the stationary states may be found explicitly quite simply by substituting the form (28) for ijr in Hxjr -Eijr, and using the expression for (o.p)2 (23). There results
where E 0 = me2, and V -e.< j). Before discussing in detail the solution for particular cases we give briefly the general method of reduction. Introducing
and transferring to 'meson units'-the analogue of Hartree atomic units with the appropriate rest mass, we find the simplified equations,
Two of the functions, say, / 2, g2 can now be directly eliminated. The elimination is tedious, but direct, leading to two second-order equations. Perhaps a simpler method of simplification is th at which leads to equations of the form found by Tamm (1940) . To find these we define
and similarly F2, 0 2. I t is not proposed to discuss these equations further here. No exact solutions to them have been found, other than in the field-free case, and, as noted in a recent paper by B artlett (1947) , their numerical treatm ent would present a huge problem. I t may be noted th a t the form of the equations is similar to those treated by Stueckelberg (1932) by Jeffreys' approximation. This technique might prove valuable under suitable conditions when the Born approximation is not applicable. In the case of a Coulomb field it may quite directly be shown th a t in the neighbourhood of the origin the equations have an essential singularity. This point was noted by Corben & Schwinger (1940) from a wave treatm ent and by Tamm (1940) using equations similar to ours. The latter makes it clear th a t the singularity arises from the meson magnetic moment, producing a term of order 1 /r3 in the second order radial equation which is the approximate form of (34) in the neighbourhood of the origin.
F o r m u l a t io n o f s c a t t e r in g p r o b l e m f o r m e so n s
We now consider the formulation of the single particle elastic scattering problem for mesons. The problem is analogous to th a t treated by Mott (1929 Mott ( , 1932 , for Dirac electrons, and similar polarization effects may be expected.
The incident particles are supposed to have momentum p along the z-axis. They may be represented, using the same /?-and or-representations as previously by the wave function (35) As in the electron case the other charge-space component xjr^ need not be explicitly introduced, and the scattering phenomenon can be described in terms of alone. In fact, as is seen from (1)^2
where E is the energy of the incident particle so th a t E 2 = c2p 2. Thus the charge density in the incident beam, is given by
and the current density in the z-direction may be verified from the general expression to be
In the scattered wave, which can be regarded as made up of spherical waves it will equally be necessary, for the asymptotic behaviour, to consider only the wave function yjrx. The incident plane wave may be expanded in a set of spherical waves. For this purpose it is convenient to consider separately the different incident polarizations.
From (8) it is found, using the orthogonal properties of the coefficients of the s th at
For l = 0, l = 1 the general formulae have to be replaced by special ones. The terms UU-i,±i d° n°t in fact appear for l = 0,1, and I t is convenient to consider the various polarizations of the incident wave in turn. ( uj-i,j,ifa-i,j,i + uj+i,j,ifj+i,j,i + uj , j , i 
where again the middle term does not occur for 0,1 nor the last for 1 = 0. The jj denote the usual spherical Bessel functions. Now in general each of the / 's will involve two arbitrary constants-one of these will be determined by the regularity condition at r = 0. The other is determined by the fact th a t asymptotic right-hand side of (42) must represent only a scattered wave. If the asymptotic form of say is given by
(this form will be valid provided the scattering potential falls off quickly enough at large distances), and similar expressions hold for the other / 's, then from the asymptotic condition G,1+1.1 = ^V{27^+ 2)}exP(*'<W,i)'
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The asymptotic form for the scattered wave can then be found. It may be written in the form fin « « fi12 -SF2(6) e2it with 8 = eikr/r, -fits -m e ) e * ,
where, in terms of the usual Legendre functions
The properties of the scattered beam are thus determined in terms of the phases of the various angular momentum components into which it may be resolved. The cases where m =* -1, and m -0 for the incident treated. The results are quoted below.
(6) Incident particle spin in negative z-direction (m = -1). With the same notation as previously 
It should be noted that the independence on m of the radial equations, together with the similarity of the asymptotic form of the radial wave functions for 1, ensures that the phases for m = ± 1 are identical. Different values, for m = 0. The use of Fv F2, P3 for m = is thus justified.
The general case when the incident wave is given by f i = gikz may now be obtained by superposition. If the scattered wave is given by
The differential scattering cross-section is given by E | |2. This will depend on the polarization of the incident meson beam as determined by the ratios of and C. It is clear th at the polarization effects, described by Mott for the electron, will also arise for the meson. Thus, for example, if the incident beam is completely unpolar ized, which we may represent by putting j^4 | = | B \ = | C | = 1/^3, it will not follow th at | ux | = | u2 | = | uz |, and the scatter some preferential direction of spin.
In order to consider the m atter in greater detail it is necessary to investigate how the direction of the spin axis of the meson is determined by and C. For this purpose the polar angles of the spin direction will be denoted by (y,w). The spin measured along this direction has the value 1, so th a t lA\ lA\ ((rxsin^; cosw + o-ysin^ sin<«>-|-(racosx)| ^1 = ( 2?).
(53)
\cj \c)
Using the representation (7) for the <r's we find the normalized set of constants A = c o s^e -*", B = sin2^e*w, C = -Lsin;\\ (54)
With the use of these values the differential cross-section in the direction < f> ) when the incident beam is polarized in the direction (y,w) is found to be
The case of an unpolarized incident beam is obtained by averaging over x and (o, and has the obvious valuê
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The Bom approximation formula for the scattering of vector mesons by a potential field has been considered by several authors. The first approximation formula was derived originally by Laporte (1938) and later by Massey & Corben (1939) , using wave theory in both cases. The second approximation was found by Ma (1942) using the Kemmer m atrix technique. These approximate methods yield a finite solution for the scattering cross-section by a Coulomb field, whereas as we have seen, no exact solution to this problem exists. In an attem pt to assess the validity of the approximation we investigate its deduction by considering the decomposition into harmonic components.
From equations (29), using meson units, the Bom approximation for the phases may be easily deduced. I t is convenient to alter the form of the equations. Thus yields
2V{iO'+1)}^J-ix (*)-£}+ix (n)-(2j+ l)Df+1V (

V W + 1)} E U {(E -E o-~D hi{(E -E 0 -V )fi+1J
-(2 + 1 )Dj+i -0, and from similar other relations
0.
Combining these with (29), and writing jfc* 
+ (2j + l)D}+1(Vgn iJ + 2(2j + l) (E-E") FgJ+u] .. (58)
If V can be treated as small, a first approximation to the solution will be found by giving to /a n d g on the right-hand side their undisturbed values, i.e. their values in the harmonic decomposition of the incident plane wave in the scattering problem. The approximation thus found should agree with the Born approximation found by other methods.
With For the vector meson it will appear th at this latter condition is always unsatisfied, through the divergence of j nl(ks)s2F(s)ds. This divergence may not be a very Jo important one as it is solely due to the singularity of the Coulomb field a t the origin, and will be removed if the field be supposed cut-off a t some distance, say of the order of the meson classical radius ~10-15cm. There can be little physical meaning in effects produced by singularities within this radius, and it can be regarded as a purely formal difference between electrons and vector mesons th at the relativistic magnetic moment of the latter makes it necessary explicitly to introduce the cut-off.
Wfiilst, apart from the general theoretical difficulties, the qualitative introduction of a cut-off seems quite permissible, the m atter can scarcely be left to rest there. I t must be investigated how the phases and cross-sections will depend on the cut-off radius. Such a variation is bound to occur a t sufficiently high energies and in this way it might even be hoped th at experimental results on the Coulomb elastic scat tering of vector mesons could eventually throw light on the quantitative behaviour of the cut-off. This possibility has, however, been considered too distant to justify detailed calculations at the present stage. In general it may be noted th at the idea of the cut-off fits well into the statistical theories (e.g. Rosen (1947)) now being considered by various authors, and if it could be made quantitative, might provide information for their development.
B o r n a p p r o x im a t io n . Coulom b f ie l d
The Born approximation for the phases will now be briefly discussed for the particular case of the Coulomb field. For a repulsive field of charge we have V = Ze2/r. I t is as usual convenient to consider the various polarizations of the incident beam in turn.
(a) m -+1. A part from an insignificant proportionality factor the zero approxi mation functions in this case are given by = -V(i/U' + 1)} iw N .
I t is convenient to work with ordinary units, using, however, as units of length the particle wave length 1 / k .To determine we then have the equa
where Introducing the notation
then, after some reduction, (62) can be put in the form
The first term on the right-hand side gives the usual Rutherford scattering. The second term gives to the first order in a the effects of iheson magnetic moment, etc. The method used in deducing (64) has removed the usual second order relativity termwhich would have to be replaced if Z is not small.
Ignoring the Rutherford term, the relativity correction to the phase is given bŷ
Some care must be observed in carrying out the integration for the case j = 1, when the integrals multiplying (j -1) are in fact divergent. As is shown later this corre sponds with the singularity of V2F at the origin in a Coulomb field. The final result is th at
With a = 1/137 we see that all these phases will be less than 1, until = 100fc0. This implies a wave-length of the order of 10~15 cm . for the incident mesons, or an energy of the order of 104MeV. At such an energy the assumed departure from the Coulomb law at very small distances ~ 10-15 cm. must have begun to take effect. In fact, if the cut-off is made a distance a, then the lower limit is the integral for becomes ka which is 0 (1) for the case considered. The cut-off ultimately leads to a diminution in the phases as the incident energy is further increased. The asymptotic form is 4 In genera] then we see that, provided a is small, the perturbation method in itself will not lead to serious errors in computing the relativistic effects, unless the cut-off distance is materially less than 10~15cm. Deviation from its predicted results up to an energy of the order of 103 MeV would be an indication of departure from the Coulomb field.
The derivation of the remaining phases will not be discussed in detail. The results are merely quoted below
(6) Phases for m = -1 are equal to those for 1. For thej = l components relativistic phase changes are of order a 2, being similar to those for scalar mesons. In certain cases (scattering by heavy nuclei) such terms are important, but they will be ignored in the present investigation.
The conditions under which these phases are likely to be valid have already been discussed.. When they are small, we may replace eiS by (1 + id), and hence determine the total angular distribution of the scattering from (46) and (51). Considering only the relativistic terms,
I t may be of interest to note th at in the derivation of these functions only the l = 0,1 waves contribute to F x and Hz. For higher Z-values there is complete can cellation between the l = (j+ 1) and
The total differential cross-section may be found by adding the Rutherford term -cosec2 \d to Fx and Hz, and using (56). The result agrees with th a t found by ZfCfj various authors, Laporte (1938) , Massey & Corben (1939 
I t can of course be most speedily derived with absorption and emission matrix elements and the spur technique (Sakata & Taketani (1940a) ).
Second-order wave equation-perturbation treatment
The sources of the various phases may be to some extent clarified by a considera tion of the second-order wave equation, which in any case provides a speedier derivation of the angular distribution of the scattered waves. For a charged vector meson in a potential field it is found from the first order equation
by operating on it with
The equation is found in the form 
(73) (74) y being the angle between the directions (O', < f> ') and (\(n -f . is easily found in the general case. For the Coulomb field, when V = Ze2/r, care must be taken to add the term V2F = -±nZe28(r) and a similar term in the expression for (a. V)2F These ^-function terms correspond to the peculiarity mentioned earlier in the evaluation of the phases #0,i,±i and £01j 0. It may easily be verified, with this pre caution, th at the expressions for Fv Hv etc. are as found b
S c a t t e r in g b y s p h e r ic a l w e l l
Special theoretical interest attaches to the case of scattering by a spherical potential well, as this is the only form of field for which an exact solution can readily be given. We consider a well of the form and write
The equations for the radial wave functions outside the well are then of the form
W j -i j \ 9 j+ ij
Inside the well similar equations hold with replaced by Each of the functions contains two arbitrary constants: externally one is determined by the asymptotic behaviour a t infinity, and internally one from the behaviour at the origin. The remaining two constants are fixed by the continuity conditions across the boundary r = r0.
As in the earlier problems we approach the case of general meson spin by super posing the simple ones, and consider firstly = 1, so th at the incident wave is determined by^ = gikz
From the asymptotic conditions it may then easily be verified th at outside the well xjrx is of the form
Here h(*\ hf®are used to denote the spherical Hankel functions of the first and second kinds, defined so that , , \ A g > .e v ) = y (^) f l« v f V ) -(to)
From the condition a t r = 0, inside the well must be of the form {aj-i,j,ijj-i(k'r) uj-x,j,x + aj+x,j,xh+x(k' 
= S
The forms for xfr^ may immediately be deduced from the above, but as they are rather cumbersome will not be quoted here.
Boundary conditions
To complete the solution the a 's and Ss mu conditions a t r = r0. I t is not immediately evident, as for Schrodinger and particles, what these boundary conditions must be. However they may be derived, either from the degenerate form of the field equations, or by considering the normal component of the current density vector, the conservation of which must be con tained in the field equations. There is, in general, no need for charge density to be continuous across a boundary, a condition in fact satisfied for Schrodinger and Dirac particles but not by mesons. In this respect the hydrodynamical analogue to the meson behaviour a t a potential barrier is the formation of shock waves in com pressible fluid flow.
The simplest physical approach is to consider the normal component of the current density vector. The space components of this vector are given (cf. Heitler I t is convenient to modify this expression so as to render obvious the requirements for the continuity of in. This may most compactly be performed by introducing
If rk = (1-2cr|), so th a t r | (4) it follows th a t 1, then with the help of the cr-commutation properties ^kPk ~ a fc> Tk°^k ~ fik'
From (81) we have 2 meik -{\]rx + Tfc^ So, in general, the normal current density component in will be continuous across a boundary if (^1 + r n^2) and (ocn + /?n ^2) are both continuous. The investigation of the boundary conditions does not strictly end here, for the conservation of momentum requires separate proof. This may be obtained from a straightforward demonstration th a t (83) is equivalent to the degenerate form of the field equations, which will be omitted here.
The boundary conditions may be simplified slightly in the present case where the potential is a constant. W ith the help of the field equations it will here be found th a t Pk'l'i = -s2cckfri>where = Thus the second boundary condition may be expressed
Determination of phases
With }Jr1 as given by (78) and (80) the phases can now be determined from the boundary conditions. The formulae concerned are straight forward but their derivation is long, and only the final results will be quoted. I t is useful to define For the non-relativistic case when s,s'-+0, it is immediately evident th a t these formulae reduce to the usual ones for Schrodinger particles with spin 1.
The formula for i® much simpler, being in fact identical with th at for a scalar meson-this peculiarity of th e j = l components has already been noted. In this way The phases for m = -1 are identical with those for 1. This is formally ev from the fact th at the asymptotic form for \Jrx in this case is identical with th a t for m -1, except for a change in sign of the j = l component. The differential equations governing the radial functions are independent of m, so the phases in the two cases must agree. For m = 0 the asymptotic form for \jrl is different, and this di in boundary condition has the effect of altering the phases. and H is as defined before (89). For the present it has not been considered worth while to apply these formulae to the calculation of the phases in any specific case of spherical well scattering. Their chief interest might be to provide for one field a t least, though admittedly a rather specialized one, an exact picture of the difference in behaviour between relativistic electrons and vector mesons. To this extent they may throw light on the scattering of mesons by other types of field, for which a t present only the Born approximation treatm ent is available. The rather unsatisfactory position of the Coulomb field in this respect has already been discussed.
11. Co n c l u d in g r e m a r k s I t has been the aim of this paper to formulate the principal one-body problems for the relativistic meson in interaction with the electro-magnetic field, in a uniform manner and analogously to the standard treatm ents of the relativistic electron problems. In theory the programme can be satisfactorily carried through, but the fourth order equations involved combined with different polarizations to be con sidered in each case, make the exact solution of any scattering or stationary state problem a considerable numerical task. However, even for Schrodinger particles exact solutions are formidable enough and frequently not required. I t may be that, as with them, a combination of the Born and Jeffreys approximation methods in the general formalism would be adequate for the consideration of many problems of elastic meson scattering by an electric field. The m atter must remain to some extent academic until the experimental possibility arises of the observation of such scat tering, divorced from scattering by the intrinsic meson field.
